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KAMIL STOCH WON THE GOLD MEDAL IN VAL DI FIEMME
THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS BREAK ALL BARRIERS

The Polish ski jumper Kamil Stoch is the HS134 World Champion
A silver medal for the Slovene Prevc and the bronze medal won by Norway’s Jakobsen
Nordic World Ski Championships are a certified Open Event


Kamil Stoch excites the World. Magnificent. This might be the right word to describe the HS134 Ski Jumping competition at the Nordic World Ski Championships that thrilled the crowds at the Stadium in Predazzo. Even if the athletes level is that of a World Championship competition, the jumps from today were really…outside the norm.
Kamil Stoch conquered the World and captivated everyone, judges included, who were bewitched by a flawless style which gave him a style mark of 20 points (that’s unusual) by one judge for his first jump of 131,5m. With a fantastic effort also in his second jump he won a deserved gold medal. This victory represents for many people a blast from the past Championships in 2003, when Adam Malysz, the “King of the Jump”, won everything. 
The Slovene Peter Prevc (second place after the first jump) and the Norwegian Anders Jacobsen (third place after the first jump) fought for the silver and bronze medals and finishing up in those same first jump positions.

The Nordic World Ski Championships are the first international event certified as an Open Event. This is a certified quality brand by the Autonomous Province of Trento managed by Accademia della Montagna del Trentino (Trentino Mountain Academy). This promotes the accessibility of sport and tourist venues for people disabled by physical, intellectual or sensory impairment. Therefore, this valley now boasts the denomination “Fiemme Accessibile”.

Yesterday during a dinner that took place at Chalet Italia &Casa Fiemme in Tesero this certificate was officially presented. “It has been a challenge. Nobody had ever thought it possible to eliminate all the architectural features that have previously denied access to disabled people” stated the director of the academy Iva Berasi. “All of this has now been done and this certificate is a great recognition concerning accessibility.”
Tomorrow at 1.30 pm the XC Men’s Relay 4x10 km race is taking place.

Info: www.fiemme2013.com 


Individual Ski Jumping HS 134
1 STOCH Kamil POL 295.8; 2. PREVC Peter SLO 289.7; 3. JACOBSEN Anders NOR 289.1; 4. LOITZL Wolfgang AUT 284.9; 5. MATURA Jan CZE 281.4; 6. FREITAG Richard GER 280.4; 7. AMMANN Simon SUI 279.8; 8. SCHLIERENZAUER Gregor SV Innsbruck-Bergisel AUT 279.2; 9. FREUND Severin GER 277.4; 10. ITO Daiki JPN 276.9




